Our proposal for an amusing Saturday

**WHEN?** This Saturday, starting 1PM (13:00).

**WHERE?** Let’s meet at the Egg-regular English Department.

**FOR HOW LONG?** Provided no one’s going to get too distracted by the amusement, all should fit within 5 hours (if you’re dying to take part in everything).

**SO WHAT IS IT?** We make sure you get the taste of the city, and more

Each part is optional, so feel free to join whenever you want.

**PART ONE:** a rendezvous with Austrian baroque - visiting the striking University Museum, the stupendous Aula Leopoldina, and touching the meridian at the Mathematical Tower

**PART TWO:** chasing urban legends – dwarves, fake windows, Wall Street, elevators that never stop – you name it, it’s all out there to be discovered in the city center (the amount of walking will depend on how much the sun will be trying to kill us ;)

**PART THREE:** for those interested, there are regular riverboat cruises (cost about 25PLN)– enjoy the waters of the Odra river on a fabulous riverboat, all the way from the Cathedral Island to the Zoo

**PART FOUR:** the grass is greener on the other side – take a refreshing plunge into the lush surroundings of the UNESCO-listed Centennial Hall including the mystic aura of the fabled Japanese Garden

(the garden’s open until 7PM, so let’s meet at the beach by the fountain [behind the hall building] around 6PM)

**PART FIVE:** beach time with a helping of lights and music show at the fountain nearby (every full hour)
1. English Department
2. Cruise start
3. Cruise end
4. Centennial Hall and the fountain